MIDMARK
PLUS
PROGRAM
DREAM BIG. CHOOSE MIDMARK.
GET REBATES.
Starting a new office build or remodel is a big
deal. To help make it a little easier, we offer
Midmark PLUS loyalty rebates on qualifying
purchases.
The more Midmark products you purchase,
the more cash rebates you earn through the
Midmark PLUS program. Just combine invoices
dated within a 12-month period to increase
your rebate percentages. You can request a
rebate every time you purchase or let your
rebates build toward an even bigger reward.

midmark.com/plus

UP TO

UP TO

UP TO

UP TO

$1,500
Rebate

$2,500
Rebate

$4,500
Rebate

$7,000
Rebate

$8,000+
Rebate

2.0% back on purchases
from $20,000–$74,999

2.5% back on purchases
from $75,000–$99,999

3.0% back on purchases
from $100,000–$149,999

3.5% back on purchases
from $150,000–$199,999

4.0% back on purchases
$200,000+

midmark.com/plus

WHAT WILL YOU DO
WITH YOUR REBATE?
With cash back rewards, the possibilities are endless. You could buy a new M11 Sterilizer,
purchase a new TV for your waiting area, send your team to that seminar they’ve been
asking about, host a fun event, or even donate your cash to charity. The choice is yours!

EXAMPLE:

$75K in
Purchases*

EXAMPLE:
$1,875 Rebate Can Buy*:
QC1

OR

OR

Artizan® Expressions treatment,
central, and side stations, UltraTrim
chair, Preva Plus mounted in central
station, and LED track light with
monitor

QuickClean™
Ultrasonic
Cleaner QC1

2.5% Back = $1,875
in Rebates

*Figures and details provided as examples only.

Dentist and
Assistant’s
Stools

Midmark
PowerAir®
Sound Cover

Derek Jones, DMD
Elizabeth Jones,
DMD, MS
Owners, Sanford
Family Dental,
Sanford, ME

“We were completely sold on Midmark solutions
even before we learned about the PLUS loyalty
program, and the rebate was such an added
bonus! We purchased imaging, instrument
processing and operatory equipment, and our
$16,300 rebate was money we were able to
invest right back into our practice.”
Derek Jones, DMD

midmark.com/plus
Midmark must receive a copy of the invoice (stating the dentist’s name and date purchased). Rebates can be earned within a rolling
12 months from the first date of purchase and redeemed up to the end of the following month after the last purchase being redeemed.
Incentive will not be processed until the invoice is received. See website for full terms and conditions regarding this offer and any
applicable federal regulatory conditions (midmark.com/plus).
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